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contents

are divided

into

four

in Japan，
” the book under review,
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one of the series of Iwanami New
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Books (岩波新書）and was published

tablished Religions.
II

It is

What the Masses Seek in

in November, 1959.

However, the

the Newly Established Religions.
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In fact, the

III

The Appeal of the Newly

Established Religions,

section dealing

the subject of the book does not
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are

The Religious Life of the
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This can be noted from

the following table of contents:
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throughout the book and can be

is not limited to a description of
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contents.

In explaining his position the
author writes as follows:

“The Newly Established Religions
—

The scientific study of the newly
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gressive ” and social-scientific mass

been solely focused on criticism of

thought movement and also clarify

established

religions

hitherto

the doctrines and has been almost

what measures should be taken in

totally lacking in any analysis from
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the viewpoint of the mass thought

point of view of the author— mis
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thought movement and make it
into—again as the author sees it—
a correct social-scientific, ^progressive，
，mass thought movement.
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For this purpose, Prof. Takagi

believers of these newly established

gives a history of the mass thought
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movement since the Meiji era, in
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cluding the establishment of the

tion of Jap an.

Everybody would be

Emperor System; he clarifies the

struck with terror if they thought that

reasons why the “newly established

this huge number of people had be

religions，
，made such a sudden rise

come slaves of strange doctrines and

after

played a reactionary role- *— — It is
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their originality and energy and to
help them out of the wrong thought
movement and orient them in the

World

War

II

and re

placed the emphasis on the Em
peror ; he emphasizes the fact that
the cause for their development
lay in

attaching

importance to

member-participation in the dis

right direction.

semination of the teachings; he
As can be readily seen from this

points out the defect of the social-

statement, the author studies the

scientific mass movement as being

structure of the “newly established

too idealistic; and finally he tries

religions” and looks into the reason

to make some big suggestions as

why they have become a source

to how

of such great energy in the mass

develop in the future.

thought movement.

this

movement

should

He would like

1 his book may be said to be a

to apply this energy to the ‘‘ pro

presentation of a part of his study
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on the “newly established religions”

has been acquired after some years

from the standpoint of socialism,

of study in regional research, and

which presumably the author per

consequently contains many valua

sonally advocates. It should not be

ble ideas that are worth listening to.
Shuten Oishi

overlooked, however, that his view
of the “newly established religions”

Tokyo,

